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a b s t r a c t
The Cartan–Dieudonné–Scherk Theorem states that for fields of characteristic other than
2, every orthogonality can be written as the product of a certain minimal number of
reflections across hyperplanes. The earliest proofs are not constructive, and constructive
proofs either do not achieve minimal results or have been restricted to special cases. This
paper presents a constructive proof in the real or complex field of the decomposition of
a generalized orthogonal matrix into the product of the minimal number of generalized
Householder matrices.
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1. Introduction
Over a field F with char F ≠ 2, the Cartan–Dieudonné–Scherk Theorem [2,3,11] states that a generalized orthogonal
matrix can be factored into the product of a certain minimal number of generalized Householder matrices. A generalized
orthogonal, or S-orthogonal, matrix Q ∈ Mn(F) satisfies Q T SQ = S for a nonsingular symmetric possibly indefinite matrix
S. The identity matrix In is the most basic generalized orthogonal matrix. It is the unit element of the group. Generalized
Householder matrices are generalized orthogonal matrices and rank 1 modifications of the identity In. Thus they are the
simplest generalized orthogonal matrices other than the identity. A generalized Householder, or S-Householder, matrix has
the form
HS,u := In − 2uu
T S
uT Su
(1)
for a non-S-isotropic vector u ∈ Fn (i.e., uT Su ≠ 0). The CDS Theorem itself can be used to show that every generalized
orthogonalmatrix that is rank 1 removed from the identity is a generalizedHouseholdermatrix. Thus the general orthogonal
group’s ‘‘basic building blocks’’ are the generalized Householder matrices, and the CDS Theorem states that the elements of
the generalized orthogonal group can be decomposed into these ‘‘basic building blocks’’. The CDS Theorem has been called
the Fundamental Theorem of Algebraic Groups because of this.
Cartan–Dieudonné–Scherk Theorem (CDS Theorem). Let F be a field with char F ≠ 2 and S ∈ Mn(F) be nonsingular
symmetric. Then every S-orthogonalmatrix Q ∈ Mn(F) can be expressed as the product of rank(Q−In) generalized S-Householder
matrices, unless S(Q − In) is skew-symmetric.
If S(Q − In) is skew-symmetric, then the same holds with rank(Q − In)+ 2 generalized S-Householder matrices.
Furthermore, the number of factors is minimal in either case.
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In this paper, we will present a constructive proof of the CDS Theorem with F equal to R or C. We address the
complications that arise when the inner product defined by a nonsingular symmetric matrix S is indefinite. For a given
S-orthogonal matrix Q , we will explicitly determine a set of S-Householder matrix factors whose product is Q . Our
construction, which relies mainly on the diagonalization of a symmetric matrix, factors Q into the product of the minimal
number of S-Householder matrix factors as stated in the theorem.
We begin by establishing some notation that we use. Let F be a field and S ∈ Mn(F) be a nonsingular symmetric matrix.
A vector x ∈ Fn is called S-isotropic if xT Sx = 0 and non-S-isotropic otherwise. A matrix S = ST defines a symmetric
bilinear inner product which may allow nonzero S-isotropic vectors. Two vectors x and y in Fn are called S-orthogonal if
xT Sy = yT Sx = 0, and a matrix Q ∈ Mn(F) is called S-orthogonal provided Q T SQ = S.
In a positive-definite inner product space over F with S = In an orthogonal Householder matrix has the form H =
In−2uuT/(uTu) for a nonzero vector u ∈ Fn. The transformation induced byH represents a reflection across the hyperplane
orthogonal to u. In numerical linear algebra, Householder matrices over both R or C are often used to transform a matrix to
Hessenberg form by similarity or to find a QR decomposition of a matrix. More on Householder matrices can be found in [6,
9] for example. For a general nonsingular symmetric matrix S ∈ Mn(F), Householder matrices generalize to S-Householder
matrices of the form (1). Like for the standard S = In case, we have HS,u = H−1S,u and HS,u is S-orthogonal; however, HTS,u
does not necessarily equal H−1S,u for S-Householder matrices with general S. By construction, both the standard Householder
matrices and the S-Householdermatrices are rank 1modifications of the identitymatrix. Having to avoid S-isotropic vectors
when forming S-Householder matrices is the main complication when trying to apply Householder matrices in indefinite
inner product spaces. Householder matrices were generalized in [8] not only to symmetric bilinear inner products but also
to skew-symmetric bilinear and Hermitian and skew-Hermitian sesquilinear inner products.
While the CDS Theorem states a preciseminimumnumber of generalized Householdermatrix factors required to express
a generalized orthogonal matrix, this minimal factorization is not unique. The CDS Theorem applied to the identity In is
an interesting case with a simple factorization that is not unique. Since the zero matrix is trivially skew-symmetric, two
generalized Householder matrix factors are needed to express In. Used as its own inverse, any generalized Householder
matrix times itself is a factorization of In. In this sense, the identity is to be considered a repeated reflection rather than a
lack of reflections.
The earliest results regarding the CDS Theorem date back to 1938 by E. Cartan. Working over R or C, Cartan proved that
every orthogonal transformation of Rn (or Cn) is the product of at most n reflections [2]. In 1948 J. Dieudonné extended the
result to arbitrary fieldswith characteristic not 2 [3]. Finally, P. Scherk obtained theminimal number and dealtwith arbitrary
fields F of char F ≠ 2 in 1950 [11]. In the literature the CDS Theorem is often stated with the non-minimal upper bound of n
factors and Scherk’s name is excluded; see [4,12]. From an algebraic point of view, the fact that every generalized orthogonal
group over a field F with char F ≠ 2 is generated by products of reflections, regardless of the minimal number of factors,
is the important notion behind the CDS Theorem [12]. However, an algorithm that explicitly produces the factorization is
needed for applications, and further, a factorization into the minimal number of factors is preferred [1,14]. The structure of
generalized orthogonal groups is studied in [13], and the CDS Theorem is not only presented with the minimal upper bound
of factors but also extended to fields with characteristic 2; the conclusion is that every generalized orthogonal group except
in a space of dimension 4 over a field of characteristic 2 is generated by reflections.
Over general fields the CDS Theorem is used in algebraic geometry and group theory. Our interest lies in numerical
applications, and hence we work over R or C. Generalized real and complex orthogonal Householder matrices have
applications in computer graphics, crystallography, and signal processing where a least-squares problem is repeatedly
modified and solved [1,10]. In some cases generalized Householder matrices show less sensitivity to rounding errors
compared to othermethodswhile only slightly increasing and at times even decreasing computation requirements [10]. Our
goal is to prove the CDS Theorem with F equal to R and C constructively. It should be noted that we use matrix transposes
for both the real and complex cases. Typically, matrix conjugate transposes are used for extensions to the complex case.
However, thework leading up to the CDS Theorem deals with general fields but onlywith orthogonalmatrices. An extension
of the CDS Theorem over the complex field using matrix conjugate transposes and unitary matrices is an interesting, but
different, case.
Existing proofs of the CDS Theorem are not constructive, and constructive proofs either do not achieveminimal results or
have been restricted to special cases. Scherk’s proof [11] uses constructions in parts, but some key steps are proved through
existence arguments. Specifically, the existence of a non-isotropic vector that is needed to form a Householder factor [11,
Lemma 4] is not proved in a constructive way by Scherk. The outline of our proof closely resembles that of [11] restricted
to F equal to R or C, but we construct all elements for the S-Householder factorization of a generalized orthogonal matrix
explicitly rather than relying on their existence. In 2001, F. Uhlig gave a constructive proof over R in the case of S = In
and in the general real or complex case he found a constructive factorization requiring a non-minimal number of 2n − 1
S-Householder matrices [14]. Moreover, he noted that for the generalized real problem one may deal with a nonsingular
diagonal matrix D that is congruent to the nonsingular symmetric matrix S rather than work with the more general matrix
S; this is also mentioned in [5]. The proof of Uhlig’s first result cannot be extended directly to general S because in the case
of S = In the complication of nonzero isotropic vectors does not exist. His second result requires up to 2n − 1 factors by
applying n− 1 generalized Householder matrices to reduce a matrix U to a matrix diag(±1). To complete the factorization,
up to n additional generalized Householder matrices are needed to reduce the diagonal matrix diag(±1) to the identity In.
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His method can be modified to obtain a smaller, but still non-minimal, upper bound for the number of factors required,
but whether the method can be further improved to construct the minimal number of factor matrices is unclear. There is a
constructive proof [1] over R, C, orQ using Clifford algebras, but up to n reflections are required to represent an orthogonal
transformation of an n-dimensional inner product space.
In Section 2 we detail a diagonalization process for real or complex symmetric matrices that will be utilized throughout
the paper, and following [14], we establish that the construction of the S-Householder factors of an S-orthogonal matrix
Q can be reduced via a matrix D = diag(±1) that is congruent to S to constructing the D-Householder matrix factors of a
D-orthogonal matrix U that is similar to Q .
We constructively prove the CDS Theorem overR orC by induction on rank(U− In). The base case is verified by showing
that U is a D-Householder matrix whenever rank(U − In) = 1. This establishes the generalized Householder matrices as
elementary building blocks of the generalized orthogonal group. For rank(U − In) > 1, we address the two cases where
D(U − In) is skew-symmetric or not.
In Section 3, we treat the case of a D-orthogonal matrix U for which D(U − In) is not skew-symmetric. A non-D-isotropic
vectorw is found satisfying certain conditions in order to form an appropriate Householder update matrix HD,w . Because of
our choice ofw, this HD,w will guarantee two conditions, namely that D(HD,wU − In) is not skew-symmetric and that
rank(HD,wU − In) = rank(U − In)− 1.
This determines one D-Householder factor of U and reduces the problem. Repetition finally establishes
rank(HD,wr−1HD,wr−2 · · ·HD,w1U − In) = 1.
In Section 4, we deal with a skew-symmetric D(U − In). We first update U via HD,w so that rank(HD,wU − In) =
rank(U − In) + 1. Here the rank increases rather than decreases, but our update forces D(HD,wU − I) to be not skew-
symmetric. Thus after one extra update, the method in Section 3 for D(U − In) not skew-symmetric can be used for all
subsequent iterations. This accounts for the additional two factors that are required in the CDS Theorem when D(U − In) is
skew-symmetric.
Finally we discuss the details of our construction in Section 5.
2. T -diagonalization and a problem reduction
Given a symmetric matrix A inMn(R) orMn(C), in several instances we will need to find a full rank matrix C inMn(R) or
Mn(C), respectively, such that CTAC is diagonal. It is well-known that, over the reals, a real symmetricmatrix is orthogonally
diagonalizable. If A ∈ Mn(R) is symmetric and the columns of C ∈ Mn(R) are orthonormal eigenvectors of A, then CTAC = Λ
where CTC = In and diag(Λ) = (λ1 λ2 . . . λn) for the eigenvalues λ1, λ2, . . . , λn of A. While not all complex symmetric
matrices can be diagonalized in the usual sense using a unitary matrix and its conjugate transpose, any complex symmetric
matrix can be diagonalized with a unitary matrix and its transpose.
Takagi Factorization ([7, Corollary 4.4.4]). If A ∈ Mn(C) is symmetric, there is a unitary matrix C ∈ Mn(C)with C∗C = In and
a nonnegative diagonal matrixΣ ∈ Mn(R) such that CTAC = Σ .
These factorizations not only exist but also can be constructed; see [7, Section 4.4]. Note that the entries of Σ are real and
nonnegative. We only need this C to be invertible, but it happens to be unitary. This is the only place that we use a unitary
matrix in this paper.
We will refer to the eigenvalue decomposition of a real symmetric matrix or to the Takagi factorization of a complex
symmetric matrix as a T-diagonalization.
Next we show that S-orthogonality of a matrix Q is equivalent to D-orthogonality of a matrix U that is similar to Q . Here
D = diag(±1) is the inertia matrix of the nonsingular matrix S = ST inMn(R). Following the same reduction inMn(C), the
nonsingularmatrix S = ST is always congruent toD = In. Thus a generalized S-orthogonalmatrix inMn(C) is equivalent to a
standard orthogonal matrix inMn(C). Our construction is valid for both R and C so we will continue to treat them together.
For the remainder of this paper we will limit F to being either R or C.
Lemma 1. If S = ST ∈ Mn(F) is nonsingular symmetric, then
(i) S is congruent to a diagonal matrix D with diagonal entries±1 via an invertible matrix Y ∈ Mn(F), i.e., S = Y TDY , and
(ii) a matrix Q ∈ Mn(F) is S-orthogonal if and only if Q is similar to a D-orthogonal matrix U = YQY−1 via the same Y from (i).
Proof. (i) This is Sylvester’s law of inertia [6,7] over R, but a similar proof holds for C.
As explained before, we T -diagonalize the nonsingular symmetric matrix S ∈ Mn(F) so that
V T SV = Λ
for a real diagonal matrixΛ ∈ Mn(R) and an invertible matrix V ∈ Mn(F). Let λ1, λ2, . . . , λn be the diagonal entries of
Λ. If L = diag

1√|λj|

, then
LTV T SVL = LTdiag(λj)L = diag(sign(λj)) = diag(±1) = D.
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Working over C, all λj are positive according to the Takagi Factorization so that D = In. Over R or C, letting Y = (VL)−1
we have
S = Y TDY . (2)
(ii) Let S be a nonsingular symmetric matrix with (2) for Y invertible and D = diag(±1) according to part (i). Then
Q is S-orthogonal ⇐⇒ Q T SQ = S
⇐⇒ Q T (Y TDY )Q = Y TDY
⇐⇒ Y−T (Q TY TDYQ )Y−1 = Y−T (Y TDY )Y−1 = D
⇐⇒ UTDU = D for U = YQY−1
⇐⇒ U is D-orthogonal and Q is similar to U . 
If HD, w is the D-Householder matrix formed from a non-D-isotropic vectorw, then
HD, w = YHS, Y−1wY−1 (3)
for S, D, and Y as in Lemma 1 because
HD, w = In − 2ww
TD
wTDw
= In − 2(YY
−1)wwT (Y−TY T )D(YY−1)
wT (Y−TY T )D(YY−1)w
= In − Y

2Y−1wwTY−T (Y TDY )
wTY−T (Y TDY )Y−1w

Y−1
= Y

In − 2Y
−1w(Y−1w)T S
(Y−1w)T SY−1w

Y−1
= YHS, Y−1wY−1.
This shows the relationship between D-Householder and S-Householder matrices.
Consequently, if a D-orthogonal matrix U ∈ Mn(F) is written as the product of r D-Householder matrix factors as
U =
r∏
j=1
HD, wj ,
for a set of r non-D-isotropic vectors {wj ∈ Fn}, then by Lemma 1 and (3) we have
Q = Y−1UY
= Y−1HD, w1HD, w2 · · ·HD, wr Y
= HS, Y−1w1HS, Y−1w2 · · ·HS, Y−1wr .
Hence, Q ∈ Mn(F) is the product of the r S-Householder matrices HS, Y−1wi . Thus a factorization of an S-orthogonal matrix Q
into a product of S-Householder matrices is equivalent to one for the corresponding D-orthogonal matrix U into a product
of D-Householder matrices.
For the remainder of this paper we denote by Hw with a single subscript the D-Householder matrix formed by the non-
D-isotropic vectorw and a fixed sign matrix D = diag(±1).
3. The case of D(U − In) not skew-symmetric
Assume that D = diag(±1), U ∈ Mn(F) is D-orthogonal with rankD(U − In) > 1, and D(U − In) is not skew-symmetric.
In this case we show how to construct a D-Householder matrix Hw such that D(HwU − In) is not skew-symmetric and
rankD(HwU − In) = rankD(U − In)− 1. The remaining cases are treated separately in the sections that follow.
Later we see that finding a D-Householder Hw that reduces the rank of D(HwU − In) by 1 is easier than finding one that
ensures that D(HwU − In) is not skew-symmetric. For this reason, we will focus on the more difficult second goal first. For
either task we need to find a vector v ∈ Fn with vTNv ≠ 0 where N = D(U − In). This v generates a non-D-isotropic vector
w = (U − In)v used to form Hw .
Lemma 2. For an arbitrary non-skew-symmetric matrix N ∈ Mn(F), a vector v with vTNv ≠ 0 can always be constructed.
Proof. Since N is not skew-symmetric, we may T -diagonalize the nonzero symmetric matrix N + NT :
CT (N + NT )C = Λ
where C has full rank and Λ is a diagonal matrix with rank(N + NT ) ≥ 1 nonzero diagonal entries. If v is a column
of C corresponding to a nonzero diagonal entry λ of Λ, then vT (N + NT )v = λ. Since vTNv = (vTNv)T , we have
vTNv = λ/2 ≠ 0. 
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The vector v of Lemma 2 will be useful in some cases, but there is no assurance that the corresponding D(HwU − In)will
not be skew-symmetric. In Lemma 5, a test is established for determining whether D(HwU − In) is skew-symmetric or not.
The test relies on the inequality
N + NT ≠ 1
vTNv

NvvTN + NTvvTNT  . (4)
The following lemma is used repeatedly in our main construction step (Lemma 4).
Lemma 3. For N ∈ Mn(F), let v, b ∈ Fn satisfy vTNv ≠ 0, bT (N + NT )b = 0, and bTNvvTNb ≠ 0. Then (4) is satisfied.
Proof. First bTNvvTNb = (bTNvvTNb)T = bTNTvvTNTb. Now (4) follows on comparing
bT (N + NT )b = 0
and
bT
[
1
vTNv

NvvTN + NTvvTNT ] b = 2bTNvvTNb
vTNv
≠ 0. 
The next result explains how to choose a vector v satisfying both vTNv ≠ 0 and (4) in order to form w = (U − In)v
and the Householder update Hw . This lemma is similar to a previous result [11, Lemma 4, pg. 484] that establishes only the
existence of such a vector. The proof in [11] finds a contradiction when assuming that all non-isotropic vectors satisfy the
negation of (4) by examining the dimension of a certain isotropic subspace. Here we construct a vector with the desired
properties by finding a diagonal congruence of the symmetric matrix N + NT and choosing a suitable linear combination of
the columns of the diagonalizing matrix.
Lemma 4. Let N ∈ Mn(F) satisfy rank(N) > 1 and N + NT ≠ 0. Unless rank(N) = rank(N + NT ) = 2, a vector v with
vTNv ≠ 0 that satisfies (4) can be found by construction.
The case of rank(N) = rank(N+NT ) = 2 and, furthermore, any case with rank(N) even and N+NT ≠ 0, is treated after
Lemma 7.
Proof. We determine a vector v in three separate cases that depend on the rank of the matrix N + NT .
Case 1. Suppose rank(N + NT ) = 1.
T -diagonalize the symmetric matrix N + NT
CT (N + NT )C = Λ
where C is full rank and Λ is a diagonal matrix. Without loss of generality let the columns of C be ordered so that
diag(Λ) = (λ 0 · · · 0) for λ ≠ 0. Hence we have cT1 (N + NT )c1 = λ and cTj (N + NT )ck = 0 for j and k not both 1.
Since cTj (N + NT )ck = cTj Nck + cTj NT ck = cTj Nck + cTk Ncj,we have
cTj Nck =
 λ/2 if j = k = 10 if j = k ≠ 1−cTk Ncj if j ≠ k.
Thus thematrix CT (N+NT )C is the zeromatrix except for its (1, 1) entry λ, and only one diagonal entry of CTNC
is nonzero, namely (CTNC)11 = λ/2. However, in CTNC there must be at least one nonzero off-diagonal entry since
rank(CTNC) = rank(N) > 1 is assumed.
λ 0
0
. . .
0 0

CT (N + NT )C

λ/2 ∗
0
. . .
∗ 0

CTNC
Case 1(a) If there is a nonzero off-diagonal entry in the first column or row of CTNC , then for some j ≠ 1,
cTj Nc1 = −cT1Ncj ≠ 0. In this case we let v = c1 and b = cj. Then vTNv = λ/2 ≠ 0, bT (N + NT )b = 0,
and bTNvvTNb = cTj Nc1cT1Ncj = −(cT1Ncj)2 ≠ 0. By Lemma 3, v satisfies (4).
Case 1(b) Next suppose cT1Ncj and c
T
j Nc1 are both zero for all j ≠ 1. Then CTNC has a nonzero entry that is neither
on the diagonal nor in its first row or column. Thus there exists a cTj Nck = −cTk Ncj ≠ 0 with k ≠ j and
neither j nor k equal to 1. In this case we let v = c1 + cj and b = ck. Then
vTNv = cT1Nc1 + cT1Ncj + cTj Nc1 + cTj Ncj = cT1Nc1 ≠ 0,
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bT (N + NT )b = 0, and
bTNvvTNb = (cTk Nc1 + cTk Ncj)(cT1Nck + cTj Nck) = −(cTj Nck)2 ≠ 0.
By Lemma 3, v satisfies (4). Of course, v = c2 + cj will also satisfy the three conditions. This allows some
freedom of choice in the implementation of the construction.
λ/2 ∗(1,j)
0
∗(j,1) . . .
0

CTNC — Case 1(a)

λ/2 0 · · · 0
0 0 ∗(j,k)
...
. . .
0 ∗(k,j) 0
 .
CTNC — Case 1(b)
Case 2. Suppose rank(N + NT ) = 2 and rank(N) > 2.
Again we T -diagonalize the symmetric matrix N + NT as
CT (N + NT )C = Λ = diag(λ µ 0 · · · 0)
where C has full rank with columns ordered so that the two nonzero entries λ and µ are first and second along the
diagonal ofΛ, i.e.,
cTj (N + NT )ck =

λ if j = k = 1
µ if j = k = 2
0 otherwise.
As before cTj (N + NT )ck = cTj Nck + cTj NT ck = cTj Nck + cTk Ncj, so
cTj Nck =

λ/2 if j = k = 1
µ/2 if j = k = 2
0 if j = k /∈ {1, 2}
−cTk Ncj if j ≠ k.
The matrix CTNC has only two nonzero diagonal entries, namely (CTNC)11 = λ/2 and (CTNC)22 = µ/2. Since
rank(CTNC) = rank(N) > 2, there must be a nonzero off-diagonal entry in CTNC . Furthermore, there must be at
least one nonzero entry in CTNC that is neither along the diagonal nor in the leading 2× 2 block.
λ 0
µ
0
. . .
0 0

CT (N + NT )C

λ/2 ∗
µ/2
0
. . .
∗ 0
 .
CTNC
Case 2(a) Suppose there is a nonzero off-diagonal entry in the first or second row or column of CTNC that is not in
the leading 2× 2 block. Then cTj Nck = −cTk Ncj ≠ 0 for j ∈ {1, 2} and k ∈ {3, 4, . . . , n}. In this case we let
v = cj and b = ck. Then vTNv equals λ/2 or µ/2 depending on j, bT (N + NT )b = 0 since k /∈ {1, 2}, and
bTNvvTNb = cTk NcjcTj Nck = −(cTj Nck)2 ≠ 0.
By Lemma 3, v satisfies (4).
Case 2(b) Next suppose all entries in the first or second row and column of CTNC outside the leading 2× 2 are zero.
Then there exist j, k ∈ {3, 4, . . . , n} such that cTj Nck = −cTk Ncj ≠ 0. In this case we let v = c1 + cj and
b = ck. Then
vTNv = cT1Nc1 + cT1Ncj + cTj Nc1 + cTj Ncj = cT1Nc1 = λ/2 ≠ 0,
bT (N + NT )b = 0, and
bTNvvTNb = (cTk Nc1 + cTk Ncj)(cT1Nck + cTj Nck) = −(cTj Nck)2 ≠ 0.
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By Lemma 3, v satisfies (4). Again, v = c2+cj will satisfy the conditions, and thus the constructive process
is flexible.
λ/2 ∗
∗ µ/2 ∗(j,k)
∗(k,j)
0
. . .
0

CTNC — Case 2(a)

λ/2 ∗
∗ µ/2 0
0
0 ∗(j,k)
. . .
∗(k,j) 0
 .
CTNC — Case 2(b)
Case 3. Suppose rank(N + NT ) > 2.
In this case, any vector v with vTNv ≠ 0 will satisfy (4) because NvvTN + NTvvTN is the sum of two dyads and
can have rank at most 2. We can construct v according to Lemma 2. 
Next we show that a vector v constructed to satisfy both vTNv ≠ 0 and (4) provides a non-D-isotropic vector w =
(U − In)v that guarantees that D(HwU − In) is not skew-symmetric for the D-Householder matrix Hw formed byw.
Lemma 5. Let D = diag(±1), U ∈ Mn(F) be D-orthogonal, N = D(U − In), and v ∈ Fn satisfy vTNv ≠ 0. Then
(i) w = (U − In)v is non-D-isotropic, and
(ii) if Hw is the D-Householder matrix formed byw, D(HwU − In) is not skew-symmetric if and only if (4) holds for v.
Proof. Notice that for a D-orthogonal matrix U
D(U − In)+ (D(U − In))T = −(UT − In)D(U − In) (5)
because
D(U − In)+ (D(U − In))T = DU − D+ UTD− D
= −(UTDU − DU − UTD+ D)
= −(UT − In)D(U − In).
Then the first claim (i) can be seen directly:
wTDw = vT (U − In)TD(U − In)v = −vT (N + NT )v = −2vTNv. (6)
Thusw is non-D-isotropic if and only if vTNv ≠ 0.
Now consider
D(HwU − In) = D

In − 2ww
TD
wTDw

U − In

= D

U − In − 2ww
TDU
wTDw

= D(U − In)− 2Dww
TDU
wTDw
= N − 2D(U − In)vv
T (UT − In)DU
−2vTNv
= N + Nvv
T (D− DU)
vTNv
= N − Nvv
TN
vTNv
.
Therefore D(HwU − In)+ [D(HwU − In)]T = 0, or D(HwU − In) is skew-symmetric, if and only if
N − Nvv
TN
vTNv
+ NT − N
TvvTNT
vTNv
= 0,
or if and only if
N + NT = 1
vTNv

NvvTN + NTvvTNT  ,
which is the negation of (4). 
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Lemma 6. For two matrices A, B ∈ Mn(F),
rank(AB− In) ≤ rank(A− In)+ rank(B− In). (7)
Lemma 6 can easily be seen by considering the dimensions of the kernels of A− In, B− In, and AB− In. It is proved in [11,
Lemma 3, pg. 483]. The result is used in the following lemma to show that rank(HwU− In) is exactly 1 less than rank(U− In).
Lemma 6 is also utilized in Section 5 to show that the number of D-Householder factors needed to express a D-orthogonal
matrix U is minimal.
Lemma 7. Let D = diag(±1) and U ∈ Mn(F) be D-orthogonal. If N = D(U − In) is not skew-symmetric and v ∈ Fn satisfies
vTNv ≠ 0, then
rank(HwU − In) = rank(U − In)− 1 (8)
where
Hw = In − 2ww
TD
wTDw
(9)
is the generalized Householder transform forw = (U − In)v.
Proof. Definew = (U − In)v. By Lemma 5,w is not D-isotropic. If x ∈ ker(U − In), then
wTDx = vT (U − In)TDx = −vT

(UT − In)D(U − In)+ D(U − In)

x = 0 (10)
by (5), and
HwUx = Hwx = x− 2w
TDx
wTDw
w = x
by (9) and (10). Thus x ∈ ker(HwU − In),which shows ker(U − In) ⊆ ker(HwU − In).
If v satisfies vTNv ≠ 0 then
vTD(U − In)v = vTNv ≠ 0.
Therefore v /∈ ker(U − In).We have
wTDw = −2vTNv = −2vTDw
from (6) and so
Hwv = v − 2w
TDv
wTDw
w = v + w = Uv. (11)
Thus, Hw = H−1w and (11) imply that
v = HwHwv = HwUv,
or v ∈ ker(HwU − In). Therefore ker(U − In) ∪ {v} ⊆ ker(HwU − In) and since v /∈ ker(U − In),
dim ker(U − In)+ 1 ≤ dim ker(HwU − In).
Thus rank(HwU − In) ≤ rank(U − In)− 1. Finally by Lemma 6,
rank(HwHwU − In) ≤ rank(Hw − In)+ rank(HwU − In),
or
rank(U − In) ≤ 1+ rank(HwU − In),
proving (8). 
If N = D(U − In) is not skew-symmetric and rank(N) is even, then Hw formed as in Lemma 7 by any vector v with
vTNv ≠ 0 will satisfy (8). Therefore D(HwU − In) has odd rank. Since a skew-symmetric matrix has even rank, D(HwU − In)
cannot be skew-symmetric. This addresses the case of rankN = rank(N+NT ) = 2 thatwas excluded in Lemma4.Moreover,
if rank(N) is even and greater than 2 while N + NT ≠ 0, any vector v with vTNv ≠ 0 will satisfy (8) and guarantee that the
updated D(HwU − In) is not skew-symmetric. A vector v satisfying vTNv ≠ 0 for an arbitrary matrix N with N + NT ≠ 0
has been constructed in Lemma 2. The vector v constructed in Lemma 4 also ensures both properties. The decision of the
vector used for the case of N not skew-symmetric and rank(N) even and greater than 2 leaves a certain freedom of choice
as regards the stability of the implementation.
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4. The case of D(U − In) skew-symmetric
Thus far, a reduction step can be executed as long asD(U− In) is not skew-symmetric. IfD(U− In) is skew-symmetric, we
now explain how to perform a generalized orthogonal update so thatD(HwU− In) is no longer skew-symmetric. Hence after
one such step in the skew-symmetric case, the problem is reduced to the not skew-symmetric case of Section 3. In addition
to choosing the Householder update matrix Hw , we prove that exactly two additional Householder factors are needed if
D(U − In) is skew-symmetric.
Lemma 8. Let D = diag(±1) and U ∈ Mn(F) be D-orthogonal. Then D(U − In) is skew-symmetric if and only if
(U − In)2 = 0. (12)
Proof. If D(U − In) is skew-symmetric, then
D(U − In)+ (D(U − In))T = 0. (13)
We obtain
D(U − In)2 + (UT − In)D(U − In) = 0
by multiplying (13) on the right by U − In. By (5) and (13),
D(U − In)2 = 0.
Multiplying on the left by D gives us (12). On the other hand, if (12) holds then
U(U − In) = U − In. (14)
In this case
(UT − In)D(U − In) = (UT − In)DU(U − In)
= (UTDU − DU)(U − In)
= −D(U − In)2.
Thus by (5) and (12), D(U − In) is skew-symmetric. 
Lemma 9. Let D = diag(±1), U ∈ Mn(F) be D-orthogonal,w ∈ Fn be any non-D-isotropic vector, and Hw be the D-Householder
matrix formed byw. If D(U − In) is skew-symmetric, then rank(HwU − In) = r + 1where r = rank(U − In). Moreover, r is even
and r ≤ n/2.
Proof. For D(U − In) skew-symmetric, we know that (U − In)2 = 0 from Lemma 8. Therefore
im(U − In) ⊆ ker(U − In). (15)
Hence for r = rank(U− In)we have r ≤ n− r or r ≤ n/2. AsD is nonsingular, r = rankD(U− In) as well, and sinceD(U− In)
is skew-symmetric, r is even.
Next suppose x ∈ ker(U − In) and y ∈ im(U − In). Then y = (U − In)z for some z, and since D(U − In) is skew-symmetric
we have
yTDx = zT (UT − In)Dx = −zTD(U − In)x = 0.
Therefore ker(U − In) ⊥D im(U − In). Combined with (15) this means that all vectors in im(U − In) are D-isotropic.
Let w ∈ Fn be any non-D-isotropic vector and define w⊥D = x ∈ Fn |wTDx = 0 as the space of vectors that are D-
orthogonal to w. Since w is not D-isotropic, w /∈ im(U − In). That means that w is not D-orthogonal to ker(U − In) or w⊥D
does not contain ker(U − In). Therefore
dim

ker(U − In) ∩ w⊥D
 = n− r − 1. (16)
The proof is complete on showing that
ker(U − In) ∩ w⊥D = ker(HwU − In). (17)
Suppose first that x ∈ ker(U − In) ∩ w⊥D . Since x ∈ ker(U − In), Ux = x and
(HwU − In)x = (Hw − In)x = −2w
TDx
wTDw
w.
The latter expression is zero because x ∈ w⊥D . Next suppose x ∈ ker(HwU − In). Then Ux = HwHwUx = Hwx because
Hw = H−1w . Hence
(U − In)x = (Hw − In)x = −2w
TDx
wTDw
w. (18)
With D(U − In) skew-symmetric and (UT − In)D(U − In) = 0 by (5), we have for any x that
xT (UT − In)D(U − In)x = 0. (19)
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Substituting (18) into (19) gives−2wTDx
wTDw
2
wTDw = 0.
The left side can only be zero ifwTDx = 0. Hence x ∈ w⊥D , and x ∈ ker(U − In) by (18).
Therefore (17) holds and finally by (16)
dim ker(HwU − In) = n− r − 1
or
rank(HwU − In) = rank(U − In)+ 1. 
Lemma 9 states that any non-D-isotropic vectorw will suffice for forming the update matrix Hw for which rank(HwU −
In) = rank(U − In)+ 1 provided D(U − In) is skew-symmetric. For example, any standard unit vector ej may be used here
because eTj Dej = dj = ±1. In addition, Lemma 9 guarantees that rank(HwU − In) is odd and consequently that D(HwU − In)
cannot be skew-symmetric.
In the case of D = In, the only D-orthogonal matrix U with D(U − In) skew-symmetric is the trivial U = In example.
However, Section 4 is required to address general D. Here are D-orthogonal matrices U with skew-symmetric D(U − In) for
n = 4 and n = 6:
U =
1 −a a 0a 1 0 −aa 0 1 −a
0 −a a 1
 for any a ∈ F and D =
−1 0 0 00 −1 0 00 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 ;
U =

1 a −b b 0 a
−a 1 −a a −a 0
b a 1 0 b a
b a 0 1 b a
0 −a b −b 1 −a
a 0 a −a a 1
 for any a, b ∈ F and D =

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1
 .
5. Construction
Let S ∈ Mn(F) be a nonsingular symmetric matrix that defines the indefinite inner product space. Let Q ∈ Mn(F) be
S-orthogonal and r = rank(Q − In). Our construction factors Q into the product of a minimal number of S-Householder
matrices. Depending onwhether S(Q−In) is skew-symmetric or not, theminimal number of factors is r+2 or r , respectively.
Webegin by findingD = Y−T SY−1 = diag(±1) and theD-orthogonalmatrixU = YQY−1 as detailed in the proof of Lemma1.
Note that rank(U− In) = rank Y (Q − In)Y−1 = r , and S(Q − In) is skew-symmetric if and only if N = D(U− In) is. As shown
in Section 2, the factorization of Q into the product S-Householder matrices is equivalent to the factorization of U into the
product of D-Householder matrices.
If r = 1, thenU is aD-Householdermatrix. ClearlyU = In+xyT for twononzero vectors x, y ∈ Fn. SinceU isD-orthogonal,
or UTDU − D = 0, we have
0 = (In + yxT )D(In + xyT )− D = DxyT + yxTD(In + xyT ). (20)
Multiplying on the right by a nonzero vector z we obtain
0 = (yT z)Dx+ [xTD(In + xyT )z] y.
Therefore y and Dx are linearly dependent, or y = αDx for some nonzero α ∈ F. Substituting into (20) gives
0 = αDxxTD+ αDxxTD(In + αxxTD) = α(2+ αxTDx)DxxTD.
Since x is nonzero, the dyad DxxTD is nonzero. Thus α = −2/(xTDx), and we have
U = In + αxxTD = In − 2xx
TD
xTDx
.
Hence U is a D-Householder matrix. We next need to construct a non-D-isotropic vector to form U . If r = 1, N cannot be
skew-symmetric, so there exists a constructible vector v with vTNv ≠ 0 by Lemma 2. Then forw = (U − In)v,
w = −2x
TDv
xTDx
x = βx
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for β ∈ F. We have thatw is not D-isotropic from (6) and
U = In − 2xx
TD
xTDx
= In − 2βx(βx)
TD
βxTD(βx)
= In − 2ww
TD
wTDw
.
Next, suppose r > 1 and N = D(U − In) is not skew-symmetric. If rankN = rank(N + NT ) = 2, choose any vector v
with vTNv ≠ 0 according to the constructive proof of Lemma 2. Otherwise, construct a vector v using columns from the
T -diagonalization of the symmetric matrix N + NT as detailed in the proof of Lemma 4. Alternatively, we may choose any v
with vTNv ≠ 0 as described after Lemma 7 whenever r is even, and we may construct v according to Lemma 4 whenever r
is odd. With either choice of v, letw = (U− In)v and Hw be the D-Householder matrix formed byw. If v is chosen according
to Lemma 4, D(HwU − In) is not skew-symmetric by Lemmas 4 and 5, and rank(HwU − In) = r − 1 by Lemma 7. If r is even
and any v satisfying vTNv ≠ 0 is chosen, D(HwU − In) is not skew-symmetric because rankD(HwU − In) = r − 1 is odd by
Lemma 7.We repeat the process inductively with HwU in place of U until rank(Hwr−1Hwr−2 · · ·Hw1U− In) = 1. Exactly r−1
D-Householder factors have now been constructed. Thus in the case of N not skew-symmetric, U can be expressed as the
product of r D-Householder matrices in total. To see that r is the minimal number of factors, suppose U can be expressed as
the product of s D-Householder matrices. Using Lemma 6 repeatedly, we have r = rank(U − I) ≤ s.
Finally supposeN = D(U− In) is skew-symmetric. For any non-D-isotropic vectorw, we have rank(HwU− In) = r+1 by
Lemma 9 and consequently D(HwU − I) cannot be skew-symmetric. Any standard unit vector ei may be chosen here forw.
The updated matrix HwU can then be factored inductively as detailed in the previous paragraph. Only one D-Householder
matrix is used here, but rank(HwU − In) = r + 1 additional D-Householder matrices are now needed to complete the
factorization. Thus in the case of N skew-symmetric, U can be expressed as the product of r + 2 D-Householder matrices
in total. To see that r + 2 is the minimal number of factors, suppose U can be expressed as the product of s D-Householder
matrices. Then U = HwT for a D-Householder matrix Hw and a matrix T that is the product of the s − 1 remaining D-
Householder factors. However, we have already seen that expressing T = HwHwT = HwU as a product of D-Householder
matrices requires at least r + 1 factors because D(HwU − In) is not skew-symmetric. Thus s− 1 ≥ r + 1.
Therefore, setting σ equal to r if N = D(U − In) is not skew-symmetric and equal to r + 2 if it is skew-symmetric, we
have
U =
σ∏
j=1
Hwj .
As shown in Section 2, this means that
Q =
σ∏
j=1
HS,Y−1wj .
Furthermore, the number of factors σ is minimal. The freedom of choice for selecting the vectors wj in the factorization
process above can benefit the numerical stability of our method’s implementation.
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